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Abstract
Following an early claim by Nelson & McEvoy (35) suggesting that word associ-
ations can display ‘spooky action at a distance behaviour’, a serious investigation
of the potentially quantum nature of such associations is currently underway. In
this paper quantum theory is proposed as a framework suitable for modelling the
human mental lexicon, specifically the results obtained from both intralist and ex-
tralist word association experiments. Some initial models exploring this hypothesis
are discussed, and experiments capable of testing these models proposed.
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1 Introduction
Quantum theory (QT) is perhaps the most stunningly successful theory ever
devised. At present, there are no known experimental deviations from its pre-
dictions. While often thought of as only applying to the sub-atomic realm,
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QT is also crucial for explaining why stars shine, how the universe formed and
the stability of matter. Even our current age of information technology owes
its origins to a quantum theory of matter. It is important to realise that QT
is not only a physical theory in its own right, but also a framework in which
theories can be developed. A quantum system is generally modelled using a
set of procedural steps that transform a classical model to its quantum ana-
logue, evolve it using particular time evolution, and then make predictions
that can be tested by performing measurements upon the system itself. The
time evolution and measurement equations are incompatible and one of the
great challenges faced by those trying to interpret QT is to understand how
and in what circumstances these two sets of equations should be applied (at
present a set of ad hoc decisions are made by the person creating the model).
Admittedly the models traditionally developed have been physical, but QT
has increasingly been deployed outside of physics (7; 8; 21; 40; 1; 39; 6). This
list of references is indicative; QT has been applied within a wide range of
fields, including language, economics, artificial intelligence, complex systems
science, organisational decision making, models of the brain and cognition etc.
The purpose of this article is to explore an initial quantum model of the human
mental lexicon which is detailed enough to allow for experimental predictions
to be formulated. We shall follow a long path to reach this destination, but this
is to be expected in a work that attempts to apply QT to a field of cognitive
psychology. The remainder of this section will consist of a brief review of the
current state of the art understanding of the human mental lexicon as has been
revealed by recall tasks. We shall see that an ad hoc model owing its origins
to a quantum metaphor models experimental results better than the standard
spreading activation models, which suggests that a more complete quantum
model may be possible. Section 2 briefly introduces QT, before sections 3
and 4 present some early ruminations of how such a quantum model of the
human mental lexicon could work. In section 5 we shall discuss the notion of
entanglement in QT and show how this phenomenon leads to a natural model
of the human mental lexicon which explains many of the effects seen in word
association experiments. This suggests a number of experiments which, when
they are performed will shed more light on the nature of a quantum model of
the human mental lexicon, possibly ruling out such a model or perhaps instead
providing strong support for a quantum approach.
1.1 A mental lexicon
A mental lexicon refers to the words that comprise a language, and its struc-
ture is defined here by the associative links that bind this vocabulary together.
Such links are acquired through experience and the vast and semi-random na-
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Fig. 1. Planet’s associative structure
ture of this experience ensures that words within this vocabulary are highly
interconnected, both directly and indirectly through other words. For exam-
ple, the word planet becomes associated with earth, space, moon, and so on,
and within this set, moon can become linked to earth and star. Words are
so associatively interconnected with each other they meet the qualifications
of a ‘small world’ network wherein it takes only a few associative steps to
move from any one word to any other in the lexicon (38). Because of such
connectivity, we argue in this paper that individual words are not represented
in long-term memory as isolated entities but as part of a network of related
words. However, depending upon the context in which they are used, words
can take on a variety of different meanings and this is very difficult to model
(15).
Much evidence shows that for any individual, seeing or hearing a word ac-
tivates words related to it through prior learning. As illustrated in Figure
1, seeing PLANET activates the associates earth, moon, and so on, because
planet-earth, planet-moon, moon-space and other associations have been ac-
quired in the past. This activation aids comprehension, is implicit, and pro-
vides rapid, synchronous access to associated words.
Understanding how such activation affects memory requires a map of links
among known words, and free association provides one reliable means for con-
structing such a map (32). In free association, words are presented to large
samples of participants who produce the first associated word to come to mind.
The probability or strength of a pre-existing link between words is computed
by dividing the production frequency of a response word by its sample size. For
example, the probabilities that planet produces earth and mars are 0.61 and
0.10, respectively, and we say that earth is a more likely or a stronger associate
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of planet than mars. This attempt to map the associative lexicon soon made
it clear that some words produce more associates than others. This feature
is called ‘set size’ and it indexes a word’s associative dimensionality (27; 34).
Finally, mapping the lexicon also revealed that the associates of some words
are more interconnected than others. Some words have many such connections
(e.g., moon-space, earth-planet), whereas some have none, and this feature is
called “connectivity” (31). Experiments have shown that link strengths be-
tween words, the set size and connectivity of individual words have powerful
effects on recall which existing theories cannot explain.
1.2 Recall Tasks
Both physical and human memory experiments require very careful prepara-
tion of the state to be tested. Although a variety of preparations have been
used in human memory experiments, we focus here on two: extralist and in-
tralist cuing.
In extralist cuing, participants typically study a list of to-be-recalled target
words shown on a monitor for 3 seconds each (e.g., planet). The study in-
structions ask them to read each word aloud when shown and to remember as
many as possible, but participants are not told how they will be tested until
the last word is shown. The test instructions indicate that new words, the test
cues, will be shown and that each test cue (e.g., universe) is related to one of
the target words just studied. These cues are not present during study (hence,
the name extralist cuing). As each cue is shown, participants attempt to recall
its associatively related word from the study list.
In intralist cuing the word serving as the test cue is presented with its tar-
get during study (e.g., universe planet). Participants are asked to learn the
pairing, but otherwise the two tasks are the same.
These tasks allow for many variations in the learning and testing conditions
and in the associative characteristics of the studied words and their test cues.
For example, the to-be recalled target words can be systematically selected for
either task from the norms based on their individual associative structures.
With other variables controlled, half of the targets in the study list could be
high and half could be low in associative connectivity. Similarly, half could
have small or large set sizes. The potential effects of some feature of the hu-
man mental lexicon are investigated by selecting words that systematically
differ in that characteristic to determine how it affects recall. Extralist cuing
experiments show that recall varies with the nature of the test cue and the
target as individual entities and with the linking relationships that bind them















Fig. 2. Links that join the test cue and target and competing associates that do
not. Adapted from (28).
four different ways. Figure 2 shows planet as a studied target, with universe
as the test cue. As can be seen, cue-to-target strength is 0.18, and target-to-
cue strength is 0.02. These two links directly connect the cue and target, and
stronger links increase the probability of correct recall. Recall also varies with
indirect links (24). Recall is higher when mediated links (universe → space →
planet) and shared associate links are present (both universe and planet pro-
duce star as an associate). Finally, with cue-target strength controlled, other
findings show that target words having higher levels of associative connectiv-
ity (more associate-to-associate links) are more likely to be recalled (33). In
contrast, target words with greater dimensionality or set size, are less likely
to be recalled (34). Figure 2 shows two associates, one linked to the cue (eter-
nity) and one linked to the target (mars). These associates do not link the cue
and the target together and are likely to compete with the target and hinder
recall.
The positive effects of the target’s associative connectivity and the negative
effects of its set size occur even though attention is never drawn to the asso-
ciates at any time. Furthermore, the effects of connectivity and set size in the
extralist cuing task are not produced by confounding word attributes, nor are
they found only with particular types of participants or conditions (16; 30; 26).
Both effects are evident regardless of target frequency, concreteness, and num-
ber of target meanings. The effects are found for young and old participants,
under very fast and very slow presentation rates, as well as under inciden-
tal and intentional learning and testing conditions. In trying to understand
how associative structure has such robust effects on recall, we learned that
standard psychological explanations failed, and that the quantum formalism
offered a promising alternative (e.g., (6; 14; 2; 3; 35; 9)).
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1.3 Spooky Activation At a Distance
Figure 3 shows a hypothetical target having two target-to-associate links.







Fig. 3. A hypothetical target with two associates and single associate-to-target and
associate-to-associate links. From Nelson, McEvoy, and Pointer (31).
an associate-to-target link from Associate 2 to the Target t. The values on the
links indicate relative strengths estimated via free association. Nelson et al.,
(31) have investigated reasons for the more likely recall of words having more
associate-to-associate links. Two competing explanations for why associate-
to-associate links benefit recall have been proposed.
The first is the Spreading Activation equation, which is based on the classic
idea that activation spreads through a fixed associative network, weakening










= (.10× .70) + (0.20× 0.60× 0.70) (2)
= 0.154 (3)
where n is the number of associates and i 6= j. S(t) denotes the strength
of implicit activation of target t due to study, Sti target-to-associate acti-
vation strength, Sit associate-to-target activation strength (resonance), and
Sij associate-to-associate activation strength (connectivity). Multiplying link
strengths produces the weakening effect. Activation ostensibly travels from
the target to and among its associates and back to the target in a continuous
chain, and the target is strengthened by activation that returns to it from
pre-existing connections involving two- and three-step loops. More associate-
to-associate links create more three-step loops and theoretically benefit target
recall by increasing its activation strength in long-term memory. Importantly,
note that the effects of associate-to-associate links are contingent on the num-
ber and strength of associate-to-target links because they allow activation to
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return to the target. If associate-to-target links were absent, even the max-
imum number of associate-to-associate links would have no effect on recall
because activation could not return to the target.
In contrast, in the ‘Spooky Activation at a Distance’ equation, the target













= 0.20 + 0.10 + 0.70 + 0.60 (5)
= 1.60 (6)
where i 6= j; Sti, target-to-associate i strength; Sit, associate i-to-target strength
(resonance); Sij, associate i-to-associate j strength (connectivity) This equa-
tion assumes that each link in the associative set contributes additively to
the target’s activation strength. The beneficial effects of associate-to-associate
links are not contingent on associate-to-target links. Stronger target activa-
tion is predicted when there are many associate-to-associate links even when
associate-to-target links are absent. In fact, associate-to-target links are not
special in any way. Target activation strength is solely determined by the sum
of the link strengths within the target’s associative set, regardless of origin or
direction.
Figure 4 shows the results of an extralist cuing experiment with cue-to-target
strength set at a moderate level. Recall is more likely when target words
have more associate-to-associate links and more associate-to-target links. Most
importantly for theory, these variables have additive effects. The benefits of
associate-to-associate links do not depend on associate-to-target links, indi-
cating that the spreading activation rule provides an inadequate explanation
for why the existence of associate-to-associate links facilitates recall. Spread-
ing activation cannot explain why the links between moon-space and between
moon-earth facilitate the recall of planet when given universe as a test cue.
This conclusion is reinforced by the results of a formal evaluation in which
target activation strength was computed for both equations (1) and (4), and
then used to predict the probability of correct recall for the 336 word pairs
used in the experiments reported in (31).
The probability of recall for each pair was determined from the experimental
data by doing item analyses. The results showed that each rule was signifi-
cantly related to recall, but the correlation between predicted and obtained
recall was stronger for the ‘Spooky Activation at a Distance’ rule (where (4)
gives r = .57) than for the spreading activation rule (where (1) gives r = .35).
However, when the rules were entered into a simultaneous multiple regression,
only the distance rule was positively and significantly related to probability of
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Fig. 4. Probability of cued recall as a function of the numbers of associate-to-target
and associate-to-associate links.
correct recall as a predictor [F(2, 333) = 79.56, MSres = .042, r = .57, adj r2
= .32]. Overall mean correct recall for these pairs was .63 (SE = .01), and the
predicted mean recalls for the distance and spreading activation rules were .63
(SE = .01) and .32 (SE = .01). The findings indicate that the ‘spooky rule’
outperformed the spreading activation rule in accounting for the findings.
These results indicate that links between a target’s associates affect its recall
even when they are ‘distant’ from the target. This bears some resemblance
to some of the measurement effects in standard QT. A ‘particle’ when given
enough time can spread over very large distances, indeed it can be split into
multiple different components. 1 However, when a measurement is performed
upon the ‘particle’ at one location this inevitably effects other measurements
performed upon that same ‘particle’ at a different location, even if the two
locations are widely separated. The choice of a measurement setting for the
‘particle’ at one location effects the state of that same ‘particle’ at the other
location, even when the two regions are distant.
For a specific example we might consider a photon (the fundamental quantum
unit of light). Despite their apparently indivisible nature, these can be sent
through a semitransparent mirror, or beamsplitter which ‘splits’ a photon
into two different wave-packets travelling in two different directions. That is,
the initial state |ψ〉 might be sent through a beam splitter say with a 50%
transmittance, which would mean that 50% of the time a ‘particle’ might
instead be reflected. This would be represented as a superposition in QT, with
1 Which makes the use of the word ‘particle’, with its connotation of an indivisible
unit, very suspect. This is often the case in QT, where words that were histori-
cally used unproblematically in classical mechanics take on very shady and difficult
meanings in the quantum world leading to many of the ongoing debates and mis-
understandings surrounding the interpretation of QT.
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which represents a photon that is essentially in two places at once. These two
different wavepackets might then travel to two different detectors based at
two spatially separated points A and B. However, when the photon reaches a
detector it will either be found only at that point, or it will not be found there
(i.e., the photon will be found at either A or B, never both). The probability
of it being found at one of the two points is given by the quantum mechanical
projection postulate which allocates in this case a probability of ( 1√
2
)2=50%
to either outcome (see below for more details of how this occurs). However, it
is impossible to consider the probabilities as arising, as in classical probability
theory, due to our lack of knowledge about which direction the photon actually
travelled. Different experiments can be performed with the superposition state
that forbid this interpretation which means that this quantum superposition
state is somehow real, or real enough to have an effect, even if it is very difficult
to understand what it might be, using our traditional classical understanding
of the world. Thus, the photon that was indivisible somehow divides, and
travels in both directions, before somehow being found in one position alone.
There are many different interpretations of the quantum formalism, each of
which tells a different story about what actually happens to the photon, 2
but for our current purposes it is enough to simply highlight the similarities
between this system and the behaviour of the associative sets of words as
expressed by the ‘Spooky Activation at a Distance’ equation (4). Here, the
instantaneous ‘collapse of word’ during testing to produce a given associate is
very reminicent of the instantaneous collapse of the photon to one or the other
position. Also, it is likely that the number of associative links for a particular
word could be modelled through a choice of weighting for the particular states
involved. There is no reason why the beamsplitter must transmit at 50%, it
might instead have a 30% transmission of the photon, in which case the state
(7) would also change.
An analogous model for word associations will be gradually constructed and
enhanced in what follows.
2 See (5) for a brief entertaining introduction or the more comprehensive review
article (23).
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1.4 The collapse of a word
In the intralist task, the test cue is presented during study with the target and
serves as the sole context for the target (and the reverse). If studying a target
word in the presence of an associatively related word causes its superposition
state to collapse, then the effects of associative connectivity and dimensionality
should be reduced and perhaps eliminated in this task. Such effects should be
present in the extralist cuing task and absent in the intralist task. The meaning
of the target is uncertain in the extralist cuing task because there is no specific
semantic context made available during study to bias the meaning of the
target. In contrast, the meaning of the target is more certain in the intralist
cuing task because a meaningful and interactive context word is presented.
Extant findings are consistent with this interpretation. Nelson, McEvoy et al.
(30) compared recall in the two tasks where targets or context word-target
word pairs were studied for 3 seconds, followed by an immediate cued recall
test. Figure 5 shows effects of target connectivity were apparent in the extralist
cuing task but not in the intralist cuing task. Studying the pairuniverse-planet
completely eliminated the influence of links between moon-space, moon-earth,
and so on. Figure 6 shows that the effects of target dimensionality or set size
are also present in the extralist cuing preparation but not in the intralist cuing
task. In other words, in intralist cuing target competitor strength is no longer
an issue.
Fig. 5. Effects of associate-to-associate connectivity as a function of cuing task
(adapted from (30))
Effects of the target’s associative structure are essentially eliminated when it
is studied in the context of an associatively related word. Other intralist cuing
studies have shown that target competitor effects are eliminated even when the
context cue present during study is not used to prompt recall during testing
(34). Target competitor effects are not found when word pairs are studied,
regardless of whether recall is prompted by intralist or extralist cues. The
apparent collapse of the target’s associative structure transcends the nature of
the test cue. Hence, the collapse of a word’s associative structure occurs during
study, not during retrieval, and this collapse is brought about by the presence
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Fig. 6. Target set size effects as a function of cuing task (adapted from (30))
of the context word during study. Bruza & Cole (6) modelled context effects
on word superpositions by assuming that context acts like a measurement
leaving the word in a basis state. A basis state was equated with a particular
sense of the word, a model that will be further developed here.
Intuitively, it seems likely that a target’s superposition state would occur
whenever the context is uninformative, ambiguous, or simply delayed (25),
and the collapse of this state to a definite value becomes apparent as soon as
context is informative, unambiguous, and simultaneously present. When this
occurs, multiple senses of the target may no longer influence recall because
the collapse brought about by context dampens their accessibility. When bolt
is normed in isolation, it produces 11 associates, each reflecting three differ-
ent senses of the words: ‘Weather’, ‘fastener’, and ‘rapid movement’. However,
senses of the target that are unrelated to the study context should not be
produced even in free association, which allows any related response to be
produced. For example, associates of the word bolt that are normally pro-
duced with a high probability when it is presented in isolation may not be
produced when the pairlightening bolt is presented as the cue to free asso-
ciate. To evaluate this possibility participants were asked to produce the first
word to come to mind to pairs of words that captured the meaning of the re-
lationship. The responses to pairs such as lightening bolt were then compared
to the responses to bolt when it was presented in isolation.
The strength of each sense can be determined by summing the probabilities
of the individual associates related to each sense. For example, the strength
of the weather sense is determined by summing the strength of the associates
‘lightening’ (.18) and ‘thunder’ (.02), which equals .20. Using this procedure,
the relative strengths of the ‘weather’, ‘fastener’, and ‘rapid movement’ senses
are .20, .67, and .09, respectively. In contrast, free associations to lightening
bolt, show that the relative probabilities of the three meanings are .94, 0.0,
and 0.0. When context is absent, the fastener sense is strongest, but it is
not represented in the set when the lightening context is present, nor is the
rapid movement sense. Not surprisingly, the probability of the weather sense
increases when weather is emphasized even though lightening is removed from
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the count because it was presented. Thus, relatively strong senses linked to
a word disappear in the response set when the same item is processed in a
meaningfully related context that biases processing towards a different sense.
The process of qantum measurement often generates very similar effects. Here
we find that measuring a quantum system leaves it in a definite state (this is of-
ten referred to as a process of quantum collapse, see below), which means that
performing another measurement in quick succession almost inevitably results
in that same state being measured. Performing the lightening bolt measure-
ment might be similarly collapsing the cognitive states of the subjects to the
‘weather’ sense, making it very hard for them to access the other senses of bolt
and hence explaining the insignificantly small recall values for the ‘fastener’
and ‘rapid movement’ senses. Thus, the context in which a word is presented
can have a profound effect upon the word associations that are generated, and
there is some reason to believe that the quantum formalism might provide a
good model for this form of effect.
We shall discuss this idea more fully in the next section, which will provide a
brief introduction to the formalism of QT and explain why it is believed that
quantum models of human word association experiments might be appropri-
ate. Following this quick primer, we shall turn to some initial models of word
meaning motivated by QT.
2 Concepts in quantum mechanics
According to standard QT there are two forms of time evolution exhibited by
the wavefunction, |ψ(x, t)〉, which represents the current state of a quantum
system (in a complex, linear vector space known as a Hilbert space, H):
(1) A continuous linear evolution represented by an equation of motion. This
evolution occurs in all situations but that of measurement, when,
(2) an instantaneous, nonlinear collapse occurs. After this collapse, the sys-
tem is found in one of a set of possible states all of which are eigenvectors
obtained from a combination of the measurement apparatus and the sys-
tem itself. The result of the measurement is probabilistically determined
from the associated eigenvalue of the eigenvector. This second form of
time evolution is often called the collapse, or projection postulate, and
the incompatibility between it and the first form of time evolution leads
to one of the most vexing problems in QT, namely the quantum mea-
surement problem.
The Schro¨dinger equation, i~ d
dt
|ψ(x, t)〉 = H|ψ(x, t)〉, is the generic dynamical
equation of motion for standard quantum systems. In this equation H(x) is the
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Hamiltonian, a Hermitian (hence probability conserving) linear operator that
can be derived from the Euler–Lagrange equations of motion of the associated
‘classical’ system. However, there is no a priori reason to suppose that this
is the only equation that can govern the time evolution of quantum systems,
especially those not normally covered by physics. The ‘ket’ |ψ〉 corresponds
to the traditional column vector ~ψ of unit length. This notation originates
from the renowned quantum physicist Paul Dirac, and as we proceed, Dirac
notation will gradually be introduced.
It is important to appreciate that because of the two forms of dynamical
evolution exhibited by a quantum state it is not always possible to perform
two different experiments upon the same physical system; the measurement
context of a quantum system under study can have a significant effect upon
the system itself, as well as upon any measurements performed upon it. This
fundamental characteristic of quantum systems has led to some of the most
profound results in the field, from Heisenberg’s Uncertainty relations, to the
more recent results surrounding the contextuality and nonlocality that is ap-
parently inherent in quantum models (23). Some of these results shall be
introduced in this paper as they are required for the discussion. For now, it
is worth asking why the quantum formalism might be considered as a good
descriptor of the human mental lexicon.
Generally, in extracting the probability of some result, the wavefunction, |ψ〉,
is written in terms of a set of basis states, {|φi〉}, which are chosen such that
they correspond well with the variable to be measured. A representation of
|ψ〉 is obtained by expanding it as a linear superposition (i.e. an appropriately
weighted sum) of one set of basis states (obtained through reference to the
choice of apparatus and its orientation, state etc.). We find that |ψ〉 = ∑i ci|φi〉
where the weight terms ci represent the contribution of each component of
the basis to the actual state. The choice of basis states is governed by the
observable to be measured and the quantization proceedure that relates ob-
servable, A, to its counterpart in the quantum formalism, Aˆ; with a good
choice we find that Aˆ satisfies an eigenvalue equation Aˆ|φi〉 = ai|φi〉 (i.e. the
superposition is nondegenerate) and that the spectrum of the operator repre-
senting the observable to be measured is real (i.e. the operator is self-adjoint,
or Hermitian, for the choice of basis) (19). An example will help to clarify
how the concept of an operator is used in QT. We might choose to measure
the position of a quantum particle. To do this we would make use of a posi-
tion operator, Xˆ = (Xx, Xy, Xz), which would correspond to an experimental
setup capable of measuring the position of the quantum particle in each one of
the three spatial dimensions (x, y, z) (effectively performing the three exper-
iments (Xx, Xy, Xz) at once). The experimental application of this operator
would lead to an eigenvalue equation
Xˆα|x〉 = xα|x〉, (α = x, y, z) (8)
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which has an unbounded continuous spectrum corresponding to the idea that
space is a continuum and that each of the three position measurements com-
mute (4). Other well-known quantum mechanical operators have been found
for physical entities such as momentum, angular momentum, spin, and energy.
It is anticipated that a similar set of operators might be found to describe the
human cognitive state. One such operator, corresponding to a cue in a human
memory experiment, will be introduced shortly.
The choice of basis that is made in formulating a quantum description is what
leads to the expectation that QT might be used in the description of contex-
tual systems. Right at the core of measurement in QT we see a recognition
of the context of the system as important in extracting statements about its
state. Thus context is represented in QT with the choice of basis; in choos-
ing a suitable basis quantum theorists implicitly incorporate the context of
the system under description. While this choice of basis does not lead to a
discernable result in QT (4; 19) it does suggest that the mechanism of for-
mally recognising context might be leveraged in describing systems outside of
physics. This paper will explore this idea for the case of words.
The modelling of the human mental lexicon presents a very challenging prob-
lem. This is due to the spectrum of meanings that words themselves can take
depending upon the context in which the word is used. For example, the word
bat has a number of possible meanings, or senses, depending upon the context;
it could mean the small furry creature generally found in caves (e.g. a vampire
bat); it could be a sporting implement (e.g. a baseball bat); it could also take
the more colloquial usage of a strange old lady (e.g. an old bat). A number
of verb meanings are also possible: an idea might be batted around; someone
might bat at a ball; they may even bat their eyelashes in order to attract
attention and admiration. Some of these meanings are related. For example,
verb meanings of bat can often be related to the sporting sense of bat in their
etymology, but this does not affect how we extract meaning from a sentence.
Clearly, we can only distinguish between this wide range of different senses
by looking at the context in which the word occurs. Context is hard to define
as it generally includes everything but the system under study. In the case
of words, the sentence in which the words reside can be considered a very
important contribution to that context, however, sometimes the context may
need to be widened to include not only more of the text, but even genders,
cultural groupings, historical periods etc.
There are very few formalisms capable of modelling such contextual depen-
dencies exhibited by words when we try to extract their meanings, QT is one.
In (22) two important factors behind the success of QT are identified. Each
factor is linked to a long held assumption about the nature of reality that is
implicitly rejected by the quantum formalism. These are the assumptions of:
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Objects, or pre-existing entities with clearly definable boundaries. This as-
sumption makes the standard techniques of reductionism available in the
construction of any model. Thus, a system can be cleanly separated into
its constituents and modelled according to their separate behaviour alone,
with the model’s individual elements eventually being synthesised into a
larger picture. This assumption is not always valid for quantum systems.
As was mentioned above, allegedly indivisible ‘particles’ can be somehow
divided into states of superpositions in the quantum picture of reality, with
the results of later measurements unexplainable if the particle is considered
to have been in a single location at each particular time instant.
Objectivity is another assumption rejected by QT. This is the assumption
that the natural world is one consisting of objects that we simply measure,
but do not in any way influence in such a way as to change the results
of those measurements (although the state of the object itself might be
changed). According to the objectivity assumption our measurements are
merely extracting information about pre-existing ‘elements of reality’ (13),
they are not in any way creating the results of their measurements. This
assumption has been proven wrong in one of the most celebrated debates
surrounding QT (see (23) for a good review of this debate). Experiments
have consistently favoured QT (43), showing that reality does not always
consist of objects behaving objectively.
Many of the ‘complex systems’ currently defying our reductive techniques dis-
play similar behaviour (22). That is, they cannot be modelled using assump-
tions of objects displaying objective behaviour. Many of the quantum models
currently being proposed in the new emerging field of quantum interaction
(7; 8) are aimed at modelling precisely these systems. For a specific example
we might return to the the word bat. This cannot be cleanly separated from
other words used concurrently; and neither can meaning be attributed to the
word without a consideration of the context in which it occurs. Even when bat
is studied in isolation during an extralist cuing task, the large body of memory
research cited above suggests overwhelmingly that it cannot be considered as
isolated from its associative structure. Both the assumptions of objects and
of objectivity appear to be somehow invalid when applied to the meaning of
words. Since QT itself appears to somehow invalidate these assumptions, there
is reason to suppose that a quantum model might perform more adequately
than the more standard ‘classical’ ones. In what follows, as we gradually in-
troduce more quantum theoretic concepts when they become necessary to the
discussion, we shall argue that this is indeed the case.
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3 Words, Context and Hilbert Space
Up until this point no explicit quantum model of the human mental lexicon
has been presented. In this section we shall start to construct a quantum-like
model of an individual subject’s mental lexicon and the way in which this
structure then interacts with a memory experiment. The next section will
show how such a model can be extended to the groups of individuals tested
in human memory experiments.
Taking advantage of the implicit consideration of context in QT, the starting
point of this model of words and their associations will be a set of basis states
similar to those used in the measurement of a quantum system. A basis B is a
set of linearly independent vectors {|v1〉, . . . , |vn〉}. For our purposes, the basis
is assumed to be orthonormal, meaning the vectors in B are pairwise mutually
orthogonal and of unit length. This is also usually the case in QT although it
need not be.
A basis defines a vector space, and the vector spaces employed in QT are
vector spaces over complex numbers. A Hilbert space is a complete inner
product space. In the formalization to be presented here, an n-dimensional
Hilbert space over the field of real numbers will be employed using Euclidean
scalar product as the inner product. A Hilbert space defined by a basis B will
be denoted HB. The state of a quantum system is represented in HB using the
basis that defines it. Just like in QT, the application of quantum formalism to
memory experiments involves a choice of basis. This choice depends to a large
degree on how context is to be brought into the picture in relation to a word.
In order to find an appropriate basis, we shall start with the free associa-
tion probability Pr(w|q) of a word w being recalled in relation to a cue q. In
conditional probabilities, the symbols to the right of the “|” can be viewed
as context for what is left of the “|”. The basis in this case takes the form
{|0q〉, |1q〉}, where the basis vector |0q〉 represents the basis state ‘not recalled’
and |1q〉 represents the basis state ‘recalled’ in relation to the cue q. The word
w is assumed to be in a state of superposition reflecting its potential to be
recalled, or not, in relation to the given cue q:
|w〉 = b0|0q〉+ b1|1q〉, (9)
where b20 + b
2
1 = 1 implies that the state is normalised (which itself implies
that the probability of a given outcome upon measurement lies between 0
and 1). This quantum superposition of ‘recalled’ and ‘not recalled’ is called a
q-bit in the physics community. The connection between choice of basis and
the context of w becomes clearer by considering that the same vector |w〉 can
be generated by a different choice of basis. Thus, the same word w’s state in
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relation to another cue p is accordingly:
|w〉 = a0|0p〉+ a1|1p〉. (10)
This idea of a word in the context of two different cues, represented via two
different bases is depicted in figure 7. Word w is represented as a unit vector
and its representation is expressed with respect to the bases P = {|0p〉, |0p〉}









Fig. 7. Word vector w with respect to two different bases
In QT superposed states like w are never ‘seen’ as such, but rather a certain
outcome is observed. Thus, when a subject is presented with a cue q, a word
w is either recalled, or it is not recalled. This probability of a given outcome
is obtained via the projection postulate, which considers some observable A,
represented by a self-adjoint linear operator, Aˆ, and a (normalised) state,
w ∈ HP , and returns an expected value. In both probability and QT the
expectation of a discrete random variable is the sum of the probability of each
possible outcome of the experiment multiplied by the outcome value. This
value provides an elegant notation for the probability of a certain outcome
being observed, framed in terms of the observable and the state of the system.
The expectation value associated with performing a measurement of some
observable A upon a system in state |w〉 is:
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If Aˆ has a complete set of eigenvectors φj, with eigenvalues aj, (i.e. Aˆ|φj〉 =
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aj|φj〉, where the basis B = {|φ1〉, . . . |φn〉} is assumed, w ∈ HB and Aˆ is
an operator on HB), then (11) can be expressed as 〈Aˆ〉w = ∑j aj|〈w|φj〉|2 =
a1(w1φ1)
2 + · · · + an(wnφn)2. In this situation we can quickly see the way in
which the probability, |〈w|φi〉|2, of obtaining a particular measurement out-
come, aj, relates to the expectation value of the operator Aˆ which is the sum
of all possible outcomes.
A further understanding of probability in QT arises from taking account of
its geometrical nature; it derives from taking the cosine between ~w and A~w,
which means that probabilities in QT are related to the geometry of the space
representing the state of the system. In the case of a single word w and a cue
operator Aq, this corresponds to a situation in which the outcomes are mod-
elled as Boolean “recalled” (|1q〉) or “not recalled” (|0q〉) target words. Here,
the probability of a target word being recalled in relation to the cue q relates
to its projection down onto the |1q〉 axis in figure 7. These probabilities are of
a geometric nature (which is a unique characteristic of quantum probability
(19)), and due to Pythagoras’ theorem b20 + b
2
1 = 1 (with the assumption that
w is normalised). When a subject is presented with a cue q, w collapses onto
the basis state |0q〉 (w not recalled) or |1q〉 (w recalled) with probabilities b20 or
b21 respectively. Thus, after the experiment, the subject’s cognitive state has
changed from a quantum superposition state to one single ‘classical’ state;
word w has been produced as an associate, or it has not.
The operator Aˆ has a number of interesting characteristics resulting from its
self-adjoint nature. In particular, the eigenvalues aj satisfying the eigenvalue
equation Aˆ|φj〉 = aj|φj〉, for self-adjoint operator are real numbers, and the
eigenvectors corresponding to two different eigenvalues of a self-adjoint oper-
ator are orthogonal (19) which assists in the identification of a suitable basis
to represent measurement. In particular, the spectral theorem can be applied
to any self-adjoint operator (19) which means that it can be expanded into a
linear combination of the 1-D projectors that correspond to its eigenvectors.
Hence, it is always possible to represent the general operator Aˆ as a weighted





where the projectors Pˆm are a set of pairwise orthogonal operators (19). A
real matrix is self-adjoint if AˆT = Aˆ, which implies that the matrix must be
symmetric.
To illustrate this formalism, consider once again word w in relation to the cue
q represented in an associated basis {|0q〉, |1q〉}, with |w〉 = b0|0q〉 + b1|1q〉,
where b20 + b
2
1 = 1. In this scenario w can be considered a target word forming
part of a subject’s cognitive state. When the subject is presented with q, w
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will, or will not, be recalled. At the end of the experiment, the subject will
be in a new cognitive state, they will either have recalled the word (and be
in a cognitive state |1q〉) or they will not have recalled the word (and be
in the state |0q〉. This is akin to a quantum measurement which ‘collapses’
the superposition onto the corresponding basis state |0q〉 (w not recalled)
or |1q〉 (w recalled). Leaving aside the cognitive state of the subject for a
moment, the two experimental outcomes are represented as λi, i ∈ {0, 1},
where λ0 corresponds to the experimental result of w not being recalled and
λ1 corresponds to the experimental result of w being recalled. For this simple
scenario, we represent the measurement of the subject’s cognitive state using
the cue q as two projection operators (19; 4), Aˆ0 = |0〉〈0| corresponds to the
word not being recalled, and Aˆ1 = |1〉〈1| to the converse scenario. Hence, the
probability of some outcome λi, for each of the two different scenarios is given
by










= b2i , (17)
where we have made use of the orthonormality of the basis to extract the bi
values, and we note that as these two values sum to 1 it is quite possible to
think of them as probabilities.
Modelling a free association recall task can de done as follows. The cue word |q〉
as a unit vector in a Hilbert space where the basis vectors B = {|x1〉, . . . , |xn〉}
correspond to the n potential associates of q:
|q〉 = a1|x1〉+ . . .+ an|xn〉, where
∑
a2i = 1. (18)
Thus, a potentially very high-dimensional Hilbert space represents the word
w in the context of all of its associates, just as planet is cognitively stored
with its associates in figure 1. Observe how in this case the Hilbert space nat-
urally models the associative dimensionality of a word, an important aspect
mentioned in the introduction. When a quantum state |ψ〉 is measured the
projection postulate implies that it ‘collapses’, thus, after the measurement it
is no longer in a superposition state, but rather it is in one of the possible
states exemplified by the eigenstates of the operator depicting the measure-
ment. In free association, the eigenstate corresponds to a particular associate
being recalled. In other words, measurement of a property to a high degree
of accuracy erases all information about other properties of the state. ‘Mea-
surement’ of word senses appears to behave in the same manner; a sufficiently
strong context erases all information about the other senses. An appropriate
analogy is the Necker cube 3 , which is an ambiguous line drawing. The hu-
man perceptual mechanism will switch between alternate interpretations of
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Necker cube
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the drawing, but both interpretations cannot be perceived simultaneously. 4
In QT, measuring a quantum system unavoidably disturbs it leaving it in a
basis state determined by the outcome. This phenomenon carries across to
memory experiments in the sense that recalling a word, or not, unavoidably
disturbs the cognitive state of the subject in question. Evidence can be found
in the free associates of lightning bolt as described earlier. Twenty pairs such as
lightning bolt were normed and compared to the target word presented alone.
Across the 20 pairs the mean probability for the biased sense (e.g the weather
sense) when context was absent was .52 (SD = .31) and when the biasing
context was present the mean probability was .95 (SD = .07). The alternative
meaning (e.g., fastener) had a mean probability of .40 (SD = .28) when no
context was present and .04 (SD = .06) when a biasing context was present.
In other words, after collapse, the other senses are hardly available. These
findings echo the context dependent model of lexical ambiguity access (37).
If the context is weak or ambiguous, then multiple senses may be activated,
whereas when overall biasing context is strong, then the effect upon activation
is assumed immediate, and thus only the relevant sense will be accessible. We
shall now sketch out a simple toy model of this process.
Recall from the introduction, in the extralist cuing task, subjects are asked to
study m target words t1, . . . tm which are usually carefully chosen so as to be
independent of each other. The study period leaves the subject in a certain
cognitive state, |ψ〉 say, and they are then cued with a word not in the target
list and recall a particular target word. We model this situation with QT by
assuming that after the preparation phase the cognitive state of the subject
is in a superposition of the eigenstates that pertain to the possible outcomes,
i.e., the set of words presented during study. The target words correspond
to the experimentally measured outcomes; they are the eigenvalues of the
measurement that was conducted by exposure to the cue q. Thus, to each
measurement outcome (a word ti recalled by the subject) there corresponds a
cognitive state which is represented by the eigenvector satisfied by the equation
qˆ|ti〉 = ti|ti〉. (19)
In a quantum picture the cue would act like a measuring device which collapses
a subject’s potentially very complex initial cognitive state onto one value; a
particular target word is recalled. Thus, subjects are presented with a cue
that was not in the preparation phase, but has a relationship to the words
that a subject studied during that phase. The subject’s cognitive state after
preparation is represented by some wavefunction of form (18), which could be
decribed by any number of different basis states. It would make sense however,
to represent this state with reference to the target words that the subject is
instructed to associate with the forthcoming cue. Thus, there is a natural
4 Interestingly, Conte et al. (12) have proposed a quantum-like model for Gestalt
phenomena.
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choice of basis, that can be chosen to represent |ψ〉:
|ψ〉 = b1|t1〉+ b2|t2〉+ · · ·+ bm|tm〉, where
∑
b2i = 1. (20)
Such a cognitive state represents a subject who is currently thinking of the
m target words, but with some words contributing more strongly than others.
For example, returning to the word bat there are two main sets of associates
surrounding the word: the ‘vampire’, ‘blind’, etc. associates that are related
to the flying mammal, and the ‘ball’, ‘baseball’, etc. associates which relate to
the sport sense of the word. All of these potential associates might be listed as
target words in an extralist experiment (although this would admitedly be a
poor experimental design). However, a particular subject might have a strong
association with ‘vampire’ hence the weighting attributed in equation (20) to
this target would be larger than the more weakly associated target word ‘blind’
etc. There is no reason to assume orthonormality holds between the quantum
representations of cue and target, which makes the derivation of values like
(17) difficult. All we can surmise is that when we perform a measurement,
represented by a cue operator qˆ upon the subject’s cognitive state (20), the
expectation value (average value) would be given by
Eqˆ = 〈ψ|qˆψ〉 (21)
which is not an easy entity to either manipulate (due to the lack of orthonor-
mality) or relate to experimental outcomes (since the subject’s cognitive state
collapses onto a target).
Despite the illustrative nature of this toy model, it fails to incorporate the con-
nectivity and set-size effects on recall mentioned above. (A quantum model
taking these aspects into account is presented in section 5.1). Another im-
mediate problem presents itself, and its solution will make this model, while
conceptually simple and hence easier to understand, less important to the
eventual development of a full quantum model of the human mental lexicon.
This problem arises because of the fundamental nature of psychology experi-
ments; they consist of numerous individual tests of a large number of subjects
and there are no data that can be compared with the cognitive state of an
individual. In order to compare a quantum model with experimental data we
must turn to a model capable of talking about the cognitive state in relation
to ensembles of subjects. The first steps in that direction will be made in
section 4. First however, we will briefly consider the case of intralist cueing.
In the intralist scenario, a cue and its associated target are presented together
to the subject during the training phase. This results in the meaning of the
word in the subjects cognitive state ‘collapsing’ to the one presented during
study. Returning to our ‘bat’ example, if presented with bat ball during study,
the subject’s cognitive state will have been already collapsed to the sport-
ing sense of ‘bat’. Such a subject should respond ‘ball’ when presented with
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bat during the experiment itself. However, the time interval involved between
training and testing is of interest. We might after all expect that some portion
of subjects would give a response pertaining to the mammal sense. A quan-
tum approach could be expected to model such an effect very elegantly with
the addition of a time evolution operator, but unfortunately the lack of data
makes the development of such an operator difficult. This is a promising area
for future experimental and theoretical work.
As a brief example of this, we propose an experiment where a subject during is
presented with an intralist word pair where the cue has an ambiguous meaning,
i.e., they might see the pair bat cave, where ‘bat’ is the subsequent cue. We
might expect that a larger proportion of false recalls would be exhibited with
a longer time between study and cueing of the subject. Indeed, we might even
predict that in some cases a subject would respond with ‘ball’ say, instead
of the expected target ‘cave’. This would be due to the time evolution of the
subject’s cognitive state back to a situation of some ambiguity, where it could
be considered as a superpositon of the two different meanings. This is a line
of research that we will pursue in future work.
4 Modelling recall experiments across multiple subjects
The previous section illustrated how the state of a single quantum particle
(a word) can be modelled as a state vector in Hilbert space. This model ap-
plied to one subject in a psychology experiment, and showed how the subject’s
cognitive state might ‘evolve’ during study from a quantum superposition rep-
resenting all possible word associations to one word association alone; the one
that was produced when exposed to the cue. An immediate problem arises in
the application of this model to the experimental data mentioned in section 1.
These data are gathered over many different subjects. It is a classical ensemble
of data obtained from many subjects that provides these data. This problem
is not insurmountable however, because QT has a formalism for dealing with
such mixed states rather than the simpler pure states discussed above in sec-
tion 3. In QT density matrices are usually employed for this purpose, as they
are able to represent statistical mixtures of many different quantum states.
In such a scenario the ensemble of cognitive states of many different subjects
after study is modelled as a density matrix pi. A density matrix is a self-adjoint
and linear operator with the trace, defined as the sum of its diagonal elements,
equal to unity: tr(pi) = 1. We shall approach this concept by first looking at
the density matrix for an individual subject, and then extending the concept
to multiple subjects.















Fig. 8. One subjects cognitive state modelled as a set of studied targets each mod-
elled as a q-bit which is in a superposition of ‘recalled’ and ‘not recalled’ where the
direction of the arrows identifies how likely each of these outcomes are.
subject to recall a word from a set of studied targets. The subject’s cognitive
state is represented as a superposition of q-bits, that is, a superposition of
‘recalled’ and ‘not recalled’ target words with a weighting related to the prob-
ability of each target to actually be recalled. In the case of m study words,
the cognitive state of this one subject could be represented by the pure state
|ψ〉 = |t1〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |tm〉 (22)
where each q-bit can be written, analogously to (9), as |ti〉 = (a0)i|0〉i +
(a1)i|1〉i. However, instead of using this pure state approach, we could use the
density matrix formalism which is defined for the pure state of the individual
as:
pi = |ψ〉〈ψ|. (23)
If we are to represent all subjects then we must sum the contribution that
each subject’s cognitive state makes to the statistics regarding the likelihood
of recall of a particular target by one subject alone. In this situation it is not
appropriate to describe the combination of all states via the pure state |ψ〉,
rather, the collection (or ensemble) of all n subjects should be represented






(|t1〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |tm〉)i (〈t1| ⊗ . . .⊗ 〈tm|)i . (24)
Here the subscript i is used to denote the fact that each subject’s cognitive
state will most likely consist of a q-bit register in a different state (see figure 9).
Figure 9 illustrates a collection, or ensemble of subjects, each similar to the
individual subject of figure 8. That is, a many particle quantum system con-
sisting of a number of subjects, each of which have a cognitive state that could
be represented as a q-bit register.
As was the case in section 3, the probability of obtaining a result from a partic-
ular subject in response to a particular cue is represented using an expectation
value, but here a new cue operator, Qˆ, is defined and used to calculate the
expectation value with reference to the ensemble of subject’s cognitive states.
This is calculated using the relationship













































Fig. 9. An ensemble of subjects each with a different cognitive state arising from
their historical context. Upon summing appropriately this combined state can be
represented as a density matrix pi.
As was the case previously the cue q can be represented as an operator Qˆ
which ‘measures’ the ‘cognitive state’ pi. The cue operator Qˆ has eigenvalues
λ1, . . . , λn, and a basis can be found such that each eigenvalue λi corresponds
to the experimental outcome of target word ti being recalled.
To briefly summarise the above, the subject initially represented after having
studied the targets by the density matrix pi will, upon being presented by a
cue Qˆ, respond with some target ti. The probability of the particular target
ti being recalled can be extracted from the expected value (25) in a similar
manner to that of section 3. In particular, the diagonal elements of the matrix
piQˆ yield the probabilities of each particular target being recalled, in the limit
of large numbers of subjects.
The above example could further be refined to include ‘backward strengths’
(i.e., target-cue free association probabilities) and other associates contribut-
ing to the cue activation level. Another possible benefit from moving to a den-
sity state picture can be found in the matrix representation of the subject’s
cognitive state; since it is of matrix form, it is easy to represent associate-
associate links. This is an area for future investigation.
5 Entangling words and meaning
I would not call [entanglement] one but rather the characteristic trait of
quantum mechanics, the one that enforces its entire departure from classical
lines of thought, Schro¨dinger, p 807 (36)
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How should we represent the combination of words in the human mental lex-
icon? QT uses the tensor product, ⊗, to denote composite systems. We shall
build up this concept through the use of a series of examples. Consider the
case of m = 2 study words: u and v presented to a subject. Let us assume
that, when cued, the subject recalls neither target word. In this case we could
represent the cognitive state of the subject after the experiment as:
|u〉 ⊗ |v〉 = |0〉 ⊗ |0〉 = |00〉 (26)
where the notation |00〉 is just shorthand for the tensor product state |0〉⊗ |0〉
describing the the state corresponding to neither u nor v being recalled. If
word u alone was recalled then we would write |u〉 ⊗ |v〉 = |10〉, whereas in
the converse case we would write |01〉 and finally, if both words were recalled
then the tensor product would yield the state |11〉.
However, this straightforward scenario is not the only form of situation pos-
sible in the quantum formalism. We have seen a number of scenarios where
superposition states can occur, and these are important as they can represent
the situation where the words u and v may be more likely to be recalled in one
context than another. Assume, as we did in section 3, that we can represent
one subject’s cognitive state with reference to the combined targets u and v
as a 2 q-bit register that refers to their states of ‘recalled’ and ‘not recalled’
in combination. Thus, if we represent the target words using the standard
superpositions |u〉 = a0|0〉 + a1|1〉 and |v〉 = b0|0〉 + b1|1〉 that were discussed
in section 3, then it is possible to denote the state of the combined system by
writing the tensor product
|u〉 ⊗ |v〉 = (a0|0〉+ a1|1〉)⊗ (b0|0〉+ b1|1〉) (27)
= a0b0|00〉+ a1b0|10〉+ a0b1|01〉+ a1b1|11〉, (28)
where |a0b0|2 + |a1b0|2 + |a0b1|2 + |a1b1|2 = 1. This is the most general state
possible. It represents a quantum combination of the above four possibilities,
obtained using a tensor multiplication between the states |u〉 and |v〉. In con-
trast to the simple cases discussed above, here no state of recall is ‘the’ state,
rather, we must cue the subject and elicit a response from them before we
can talk about a word being ‘recalled’ or ‘not recalled’. Indeed, a different cue
might elicit a very different response, and the quantum formalism could deal
with this via a change of basis. Just as occured in section 3, the coefficients
of the states are related to the probability that a cue will elicit that response.
It is important to realise however, that (27) is not the only form of state that
can be obtained from combination of |u〉 and |v〉 in the quantum formalism.
The other form of state, an entangled state is one that it is impossible to
write as a product. As an example of an entangled state, we might consider
the the state ψ where the words u and v are either both recalled, or both not
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This seemingly innocuous state is one of the so-called Bell states in QT. It
is impossible to write as a product state, thus it differs markedly from (27).
The fact that entangled systems cannot be expressed as a product of the
component states makes them non-separable. More specifically, there are no
coefficients which can decompose equation (29) into a product state exem-
plified by equation (27) which represents the two components of the system,
u and v, as independent of one another. For this reason ψ is not written as
|u〉 ⊗ |v〉 as it can’t be represented in terms of the component states |u〉 and
|v〉.
Entangled states do not occur in classical physics. They are responsible for
many of the weird results of QT, including quantum nonlocality, Schro¨dinger
cat states, the measurement problem and quantum cloning (23; 43). Entan-
gled states are widely held responsible for specific experimental outcomes that
violate the predictions made by classical theories, such as the Bell inequalities
(23), which means that entangled states lead to predictions that can be exper-
imentally violated or verified in actual experiments. While there are classical
theories capable of mimicing some of these results, no single classical theory
exists that can predict all of the effects now seen in quantum experiments.
The existence of entanglement in quantum systems leads to a natural ques-
tion for a quantum model of the human mental lexicon: can we find evidence
of entanglement in human memory experiments? A positive answer to this
question would have significant ramifications for models of human cognitive
structures, as it would place the more standard models of cognitive behaviour
in the difficult position of having to explain what is in essence a quantum ef-
fect. The fact that entangled states do not occur in classical physical models,
suggests that they would be very difficult to create in cognitive models of this
variety. Despite the importance of such a conclusive test, there are significant
difficulties involved in constructing such experiments (some of which we have
briefly discussed in section 4). Indeed, one of the main contributions of this pa-
per is to develop the quantum model to the point where it can be tested. The
remainder of this discussion will focus first upon an analysis of the Spooky-
activation-at-a-distance formula in terms of entanglement and thereafter upon
particular experimental scenarios that can be potentially deployed to test for






pt = 0.7 pa1 = 0.2 pa2 = 0.7
Table 1
Matrix corresponding to hypothetical target shown in Figure 3. Free associations
probabilities are obtained by finding the row of interest (the cue) and running across
to the associate word obtained.
5.1 An analysis of Spooky-activation-at-a-distance in terms of entanglement
Nelson and McEvoy have recently begun to consider the Spooky-activation-at-
a-distance formula in terms of quantum entanglement, “The activation-at-a-
distance rule assumes that the target is, in quantum terms, entangled with its
associates because of learning and practicing language in the world. Associa-
tive entanglement causes the studied target word to simultaneously activate
its associate structure” (29, p3). The goal of this section is to formalize this in-
tuition. At the outset, it is important that the quantum model be able to cater
for the set size and connectivity effects described at length in the introduction.
Recall that both set size and associative connectivity have been demonstrated
time and again as having robust effects on the probability of recall. Because
the Spooky-activation-at-a-distance formula sums link strengths irrespective
of direction, it expresses the intuition that a target with a large number of
highly interconnected associates should translate into a high activation level
during study.
Table 1 is a matrix representation of the associative network of the hypo-
thetical target t shown in Figure 3. The bottom line of the matrix represents
the summation of free association probabilities for a given word. Hence, free
association probabilities may be added
pa2 = Pr(a2|t) + Pr(a2|a1) (30)
=0.1 + 0.6 (31)
=0.7 (32)
as it is assumed that each free association experiment is independent.
The assumption behind both Spreading Activation and Spooky-activation-
at-a-distance is that free association probabilities determine the strength of
activation of a word during study, they only differ in the way this activation
strength is computed. Viewing free association probabilities in matrix form
allows us to consider the system in figure 3 as a many bodied quantum system
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modelled by three qubits. Figure 10 depicts this system as a set of qubits,
each word is in a superposed state of being activated |1〉, or not |0〉. Note how
each summed column in table 1 with a non-zero probability leads to a qubit.











Fig. 10. Three bodied quantum system of words. The projection of the qubit onto
the |1〉 basis relates to the probabilities in table 1 via the change of variables below.
The probabilities depicted in table 1 are related to the probability densities
of figure 10 by taking their square root: e.g. pi2t = pt. Using such a change of
variables, the state of the target word t would be written as:
|t〉 = √p¯t|0〉+√pt|1〉 = pit|0〉+ pit|1〉, (33)
where the probability of recall due to free association is pt = pi
2
t , and p¯t =
1 − pt = pit2 represents the probability of a word not being recalled. Thus,
the states of the individual words are represented as follows in order to avoid
cluttering the analysis with square root signs:
|t〉 = pit|0〉+ pit|1〉 (34)
|a1〉 = p¯ia1|0〉+ pia1|1〉 (35)
|a2〉 = p¯ia2|0〉+ pia2|1〉 (36)
where pit = 1− pit, p¯ia1 = 1− pia1 and p¯ia2 = 1− pia2 .
As detailed in the previous section, tensor products are used to model many
bodied quantum systems. The state ψt of the most general combined quantum
system is given by the tensor product of the individual states:
ψt =|t〉 ⊗ |a1〉 ⊗ |a2〉 (37)
=(pit|0〉+ pit|1〉)⊗ (p¯ia1|0〉+ pia1|1〉)⊗ (p¯ia2|0〉+ pia2|1〉) (38)
=pitp¯ia1 p¯ia2|000〉+ pitp¯ia1 p¯ia2|100〉+ pitpia1 p¯ia2 |010〉+ pitpia1 p¯ia2|110〉
+ pitp¯ia1pia2|001〉+ pitp¯ia1pia2|101〉+ pitpia1pia2 |011〉+ pitpia1pia2|111〉
(39)
The introduction detailed show free association probabilities can be used to
compute the strength of activation of target t during study. Hence, |111〉 rep-
resents the state in which all respective qubits collapse onto their state |1〉. In
other words, |111〉 denotes the state of the system in which words t, a1 and a2
have all been activated due to study of target t. The probability of observing
this is given by the taking the square of the product pitpia1pia2 . Conversely, the
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state |000〉 corresponds to the basis state in which none of the words have
been activated.
The state ψt of the three-bodied system does not capture Nelson & McEvoy’s
intuition that the studied target word t simultaneously activates its entire
associative structure. This intuition suggests target t activates its associates
in synchrony; when target t is studied it activates all of its associates, or none
at all. In order to model this intuition, the the state ψt is assumed to evolve




This formula expresses a superposed state in which the entire associative struc-
ture is activated (|111〉) or not at all (|000〉). The question remains how to
ascribe values to the probabilities p0 and p1. In QT these values would be
determined by the unitary dynamics evolving ψt into ψ
′
t. As such a dynamics
is yet to be worked out for cognitive states, we are forced to speculate. One
approach is to assume the lack of activation of the target is determined solely
in terms of lack of recall of any of the associates. That is,
p0 = p¯tp¯a1 p¯a2 (41)
Consequently, the remaining probability mass contributes to the activation of
the associative structure as a whole. Departing from the assumption of a Bell
entangled state, the probability p1 corresponds to Nelson & McEvoy’s intuition
of the strength of activation of target t in synchrony with its associate:
p1 = 1− p¯tp¯a1 p¯a2 (42)
= 1− (1− pt)(1− pa1)(1− pa2) (43)
= 1− (1− pt − pa1 − pa2 + ptpa1 + ptpa2 + pa1pa2 − ptpa1pa2) (44)
= pt + pa1 + pa2︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
+ ptpa1pa2︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
− (ptpa1 + ptpa2 + pa1pa2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
(45)
Term A corresponds to the summation of the free association probabilities in
the above matrix. In other words, term A corresponds exactly to the Spooky-
activation-at-a-distance formula (See equation (4)). At such, the assumption
of a Bell entangled state provides partial support for the summation of free
association probabilities which is embodied by the Spooky-activation-at-a-
distance equation. Ironically perhaps, term B corresponds to free association
probabilities multiplied according to the directional links in the associative
structure. This is expressed in the second term of the spreading activation
formula (See equation (1)). In other words, departing from an assumption of
entanglement leads to an expression of activation strength which combines
aspects of both Spooky-actication-at-a-distance and Spreading Activation.
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The third term C is more challenging to interpret. It arises because of the
underlying structure of the tensor space and how probabilities are amassed in
the initial product state and then in the Bell entangled state. When seen in
the context of actual values, term C has a significant compensating effect:
p1 = A+B − C (46)
= (0.7 + 0.2 + 0.7) + (0.7× 0.2× 0.7)
− (0.7× 0.2 + 0.7× 0.7 + 0.2× 0.7) (47)
= 0.928 (48)
It is interesting to note that the strength of activation p1 lies between Spread-
ing Activation and Spooky-activation-at-a-distance. Based on a substantial
body of empirical evidence, Nelson and McEvoy have argued persuasively
that spreading activation underestimates strength of activation. On the other
hand, when departing from an assumption that the associative structure is
Bell entangled, a preliminary hypothesis emergent from the above analysis is
Spooky-activation-at-a-distance overestimates the strength of activation and
it is term C which compensates for this.
We conclude this section with some remarks about how the entanglement
model above accounts for the previously mentioned aspects of connectivity
and set size. The more associates a target has, the more qubits are needed
to model it. When these are tensored the resulting space will have higher
dimensionality. Therefore a large set size is catered for by a tensor space of
higher dimensionality. Conversely, interconnectivity is catered for by larger
probabilities in the initial superposed states of the respective qubits, and this
is represented in table 1. In the general case, when the associative structure is
highly interconnected the sums of probabilities in the last row will tend to be
higher. These will contribute to higher activation strength as they are summed
(as defined by probability p1) in the same way as in Spooky-activation-at-a-
distance. So it is possible to have a high activation strength even though the
tensor space has high dimensionality. When the associative structure in not
interconnected these probabilities will be low and hence lead to lower strength
of activation.
In the remainder of this article we shall look at ways in which it might be
possible to experimentally test for the existence of entangled cognitive states.
5.2 Bell inequalities for general systems
Tests for entanglement generally revolve around an assumption of separability.
This assumption is used to generate testable criteria; if the system of interest
is indeed separable then it will satisfy them, if not then a violation will ensue.
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One of the most widely known criteria is given by the set of Bell inequalities
(23). Here we shall look at a separability assumption involving two different
experiments, which can be performed separately, or at the same time. We
shall look for indications suggesting whether it is possible to consider the
two different experiments individually, or if it might instead be necessary to
consider them together, which would imply that the system is entangled and
should be treated as an undivided whole.
Following (1) we shall construct Bell inequalities by considering some entity
ψ and four experiments e1, e2, e3, e4 that can be performed upon it. Each
experiment has two possible outcomes, which we shall denote |1〉 and |0〉 re-
spectively in keeping with the above formalism. Some of the different experi-
ments can be combined, which leads to a number of coincidence experiments
eij, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, i 6= j. Combinatorically, there are four outcomes possible
from performing such a coincidence experiment, |11〉, |10〉, |01〉, and |00〉, just
as occurred in the combination of the two quantum systems above. Note that
there is no a priori reason to expect the results of the coincidence experiments
to be compatible with an appropriate combination of the results of the two
separate experiments, although the utility of such reductive assumptions in
science has generally been considerable.
Expectation values sum the probabilities for the different coincidence experi-
ments, weighted by the outcome itself, and they have already been introduced
in equation (11). In the current scenario an expectation value is the sum of
all the values that the two experiments can yield, weighted by the (experi-
mentally obtained) probabilities of obtaining them. For the current setup, if
a |11〉 is obtained the value of the experiment is +1 (denoting a correlation
between the two results), and the result is the same if a |00〉 results, whereas
if either |10〉 or |01〉 anticorrelation results are obtained then a -1 is recorded.
Thus, for the experimental combination eij (with the ij denoting the choice
of coincidence experiment):
Eij = +1.P (|11〉) + 1.P (|00〉)− 1.P (|10〉)− 1.P (|01〉). (49)
These expectation values allow us to test the appropriateness of the reductive
separability assumption that the combination eij of the two experiments ei
and ej can be appropriately described by a product eiej. This is done with
the use of a Bell-type inequality:
|E13 − E14|+ |E23 + E24| ≤ 2 (50)
which assumes in its derivation that the outcome of one sub-experiment in
a coincidence pair does not affect the other and vice versa (1; 23; 43). If
(50) is violated then this implies that the assumption is invalid, and that the
coincidence experiment is fundamentally different from the combination of the
two separate sub-experiments. This particular inequality is due to (10) and is
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known as the Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt (CHSH) inequality.
The preparation of an appropriate entangled state is key to all of the experi-
mental procedures that follow in this section. To this end, subjects would take
part in an extralist cueing procedure where a subject is first asked to study
a list of words with the intention of the experiment not being disclosed. Each
word is studied in isolation for a couple of seconds before the next study word
is produced. Returning to the Bell state as exemplified in equation (29) we
face the thorny question of whether it is possible to actually create a Bell-type
state for words in human memory. One possibility for potentially creating such
a state is to alter the preparation phase of the extralist cuing experimental
framework. It was shown above how the senses of a word are reflected in the
free associates of the word. Is it possible to turn this around and use the free
associates to prepare a Bell-type entangled word state that could exhibit a
violation of (50)? By way of illustration, consider once again the words bat
and boxer. The study list would comprise two parts - each part relating to
one of the senses of these two cue words. For example, the first part would
contain those associates of boxer and bat related to the animal sense such as
dog, cave, vampire, night, blind. The intention here is to correlate boxer and
bat only within the animal sense, represented by the basis vector |11〉 in equa-
tion (50). The second part of the study list is made up of associates related to
the sport sense such as gloves, punch, fight, ball, baseball. The intention of the
second part of the list is to correlate the words only within the sport sense,
represented by the basis vector |00〉. By studying the associates of both words
within a given sense, the hope is that the anti-correlations |10〉 and |01〉 will
be negligible.
After all words are studied, the subject is presented with a cue word (not
in the original preparation list) and asked to recall a single word, or words,
from the list just studied. It is supposed that in some carefully controlled
situations an entangled state is created by studying the target words. It can
then be probed in a number of different ways. This section will now discuss
two different experimental procedures that might be conducted to investigate
such an entangled state.
5.3 Non-separability in semantic space
The first experimental procedure is intended to highlight the nonseparable
nature of word meanings via a direct violation of a Bell-type CHSH inequality.
We shall choose four sub-experiments, each of which arise from exposing a
subject to a different cue (q):
e1 : q = bat, e2 : q = stick, e3 : q = lady, e4 : q = animal (51)
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and then asking them to give a set of associations from the list of priming
words that they have seen during the preparation phase. In the preparation
phase for this experimental procedure a subject would be suitably prepared
such that an entangled state of all three senses of the word bat (animal, sporty,
strange old lady) might be expected, using the method depicted in the previous
section.
The subject will then be told that they will see two cue words simultaneously
in the same way as they were exposed to the priming words and asked to
recall as many words as possible from the priming list, hence, one of the
four eij experiments will be run. Thus, four coincidence experiments will be
conducted, based upon the following four coincidence possibilities:
e13 :(bat, lady) (52)
e14 :(bat, animal) (53)
e23 :(stick, lady) (54)
e24 :(stick, animal) (55)
After the experiment has concluded each association word that was recalled
will be examined for its agreement with the meaning of the experimental setup.
By way of illustration, consider experiment e13. A recalled word, e.g., crazy
that correlates with both of the cuing words will be recorded as returning an
|11〉, a word, e.g., tree that correlates with neither of the cuing words will be
considered as returning as |00〉, a recalled word, e.g., ball appropriate to the
first cue but not the second will be considered as a |10〉, and the converse case
will lead to the recording of a |01〉, e.g., perfume.
It is expected that equation (50) may be violated when these results are
counted and the appropriate expectation values obtained. This would show
that it is not always possible to consider the combined experiment eij as
equivalent to the product of the two separate experiments eiej when one is
combining word association data from human memory experiments.
5.4 A direct entanglement effect
Consider once again the word bat, and assume for simplicity that it has two
senses: the animal sense, and a sporting sense. As indicated earlier, this would
mean that bat can be represented as the superposition:
|b〉 = a0|0〉+ a1|1〉 (56)
where |0〉 now corresponds to the sport sense being recalled and |1〉 to the
animal sense being recalled in response to a given cue q. Some knowledge
of the bat superposition can be recovered by studying free association norms
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using the word bat as cue. It turns out the the majority of the free associates
are related to the animal sense of bat. However, the most probable associate
ball (p(ball |bat) = 0.25) relates to the sport sense (32). The word boxer also
has a sport and animal sense, i.e., the breed of dog. Examination of the free
association norms reveals the sport sense is heavily favoured via associates
such as fighter, gloves, fight, shorts, punch. The sole free associate related to
the animal sense (p(dog |boxer) = 0.08) (32).
The question being probed in this section is whether the words bat and boxer
can be prepared as an entangled cognitive state in way that is some ways
analogous to entangled twin state photons. (Here bat and boxer are assumed
to be ‘twins’ for the purpose of the experiment). The exhibition of a direct
entanglement effect between words in memory relies on the hypothesis that
the collapse of one such entangled word onto one sense in a subject’s cognitive
state results in the collapse of the other word onto that same sense.
Assuming that something akin to a Bell state can be prepared in human
memory, the next step is to devise an experiment so the CHSH inequality of
equation (50) can be applied. Unlike the experiment of the previous section,
the coincidence experiments are realised by cuing a subject twice after the
study period. Example cues are as follows:
e1 : q = black, bat, e2 : q = bat, e3 : q = boxer, e4 : q = black, boxer (57)
The subjects are asked to recall the first word from the study list that comes
to mind in response to a cue. Four coincidence experiments are set out as
follows:
e13 :(black bat), (boxer) (58)
e14 :(black bat), (black boxer) (59)
e23 :(bat), (boxer) (60)
e24 :(bat), (black boxer) (61)
A given subject would take part in one experiment and be ‘measured’ by two
cues, one followed by the other. For example, in a coincidence experiment e13,
a given subject would be first cued with black bat and a word then recalled,
say ‘vampire’. In this case observe how the recalled word reflects the animal
sense of bat. This is not surprising as the context word black could easily
promote the animal sense, though note this is not a certainty as baseball bats
are often black. This is a deliberate design which is akin to setting a polarizer
in a certain direction. What happens next is potentially more interesting.
The same subject would then be presented with the cue boxer and a word
recalled, say ‘dog’. In this example, the recalled word reflects the animal sense
of boxer. The supposition here is that the collapse of bat onto the animal sense
has influenced the collapse of boxer onto the animal sense, and this influence
has occurred in the face of an a priori strong tendency towards the sport
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sense of boxer. It is this influence which is central to entanglement and is the
essence of why it is considered so weird and surprising. In this connection, it
is important that the context word associated with a second cue be chosen
more or less neutrally so the influence of the first cue is not washed out by
a local context effect when the second cue is activated. Note that the second
cue black boxer is ambiguous and leaves room for both the animal and sport
senses to manifest.
The above experiment would be run using n subjects. The subjects would be
divided into four groups G1, G2, G3, G4 of equal size. All subjects would be
prepared in the same fashion. Subjects in G1 would be given experiment e13,
subjects in G2 given e14, subjects in G3 given e23 and subjects in G4 given e24.
The expectations of the experiments can be calculated using equation (49).
For example, calculating E13 requires the estimation of P (|11〉). This can be
computed by counting the number of subjects in G1 which collapsed the state
onto the animal sense in response to the cues black bat and boxer. This value
is then divided by n
4
, the size of G1. Similarly for the other three cases: |00〉,
|10〉, and |01〉.
What would it mean if the inequality of equation (50) is violated? As de-
scribed in the previous section, it suggests that bat and boxer are inseparable
in the cognitive state resulting from the preparation. Certainly the preparation
proposed above is highly artificial, however, it is likely that in certain circum-
stances context acts like the preparation procedure above, yielding something
like a Bell state in memory. For example, in general the words Reagan and
North are semantically distant the human mental lexicon, however, according
to the intuition above, seeing Reagan in the context of Iran leads the collapse
of Reagan onto a basis state (sense) of President Reagan dealing with the
Iran-Contra scandal which in turn may influence the collapse of North onto
the Iran-Contra basis state, i.e., ‘Oliver North’, who was a central figure in
the scandal.
6 Summary and Outlook
This article attempts to take the initial steps in developing a model of the
human mental lexicon based on QT. At the outset it is important to note it
makes no claim in regard to quantum processes in the brain, rather, QT is
seen as an abstract framework which has encouraging potential to model the
human mental lexicon. It has been shown how words in memory can be viewed
as superposed states in a Hilbert (vector) space. Cues are akin to a measuring
device the orientation of which is formalized as basis vectors. Different cues are
modelled as measuring devices that have different orientations. Interactions
between words are modelled as tensor products of their respective Hilbert
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spaces. In this way, QT is used as a metaphor, and from a formal perspective
it is similar to vector based models of the human mental lexicon, such as
tensor based models(17; 18; 42). The main differences of this work in relation
to previous vector based models of memory reside in the issues of contextuality
and non-separability.
In the memory literature, context is sometimes represented as a vector such as
in the matrix model of memory (17) and more recently in a holographic model
of the human mental lexicon (20). In the quantum model presented in this ar-
ticle, context is essentially modelled just like it is in quantum physics; the
context of the experiment is a particular choice and orientation of a measur-
ing apparatus. This boils down to a particular choice of basis. We have shown
a spectrum of bases, for example, a two dimensional basis corresponding to
‘recalled’, ‘not recalled’ to a bases whereby the basis vectors correspond to
associates, or senses, of the given word being modelled. QT is contextual and
this is a subtle issue. By way of illustration, if we observe the hair colour of a
person, it is not dependent on other other observations we may make, such as
height, or weight. Generally, in QT, the outcome of an observation will depend
on other observations that are made. In other words, the context of an obser-
vation is crucial. Contextuality, in turn is related to non-separability. Bodies in
a quantum system may become entangled which, broadly speaking, means the
respective bodies cannot be treated as separate systems. A key contribution
of this article is to put forward the speculation that words in memory may be
non-separable, which to our knowledge, no existing models in the literature
have taken into account. In tis connection, it is also important to bear in mind
that QT is the only theory which models non-separability. We have shown by
assuming entanglement of words in memory, there is some theoretical justi-
fication for the Spooky-activation-at-a-distance-model (31). In addition, the
analysis places the the Spreading Activation Model and Spooky-activation-at-
a-distance model in theoretical perspective regarding their respective ability
to estimate activation strength of words during study. This perspective has led
to the hypothesis that Spooky-activation-at-a-distance may be overestimating
activation strength whereas Spreading Activation underestimates it.
This article has also proposed two experimental frameworks as a means of
testing for the existence of entanglement effects between words. The existence
of such effects would strongly support the claim that the quantum formalism
can be used to model human memory experiments. Should strong evidence of
the entanglement of words appear, it is hard to predict what the consequences
of such a discovery might be. From a philosophical point of view, current
reductionist models of human memory would be seriously undermined; words
just cannot be considered as isolated entities in memory. More practically,
one wonders whether entanglement of words may be somehow leveraged, just
as in quantum computing where entanglement is seen as a resource to be
exploited. Some preliminary thoughts in this direction centre around whether
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entanglement of words may be leveraged for knowledge discovery (41).
Clearly, the application of the QT beyond its standard domain will be con-
troversial, but it is hoped that this article has been able to identify some
intriguing new directions for modelling the human mental lexicon.
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